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From celluloid to
streaming: conservation
and circulation
of small cinemas
The flow of globalization has renewed the debate on centre-periphery inequalities. The
irruption of new technologies for distributing, consuming and archiving cinema pose a
challenge to small cinemas already fighting for a place in traditional screening venues and
events. Small cinema products are now part of the Video on Demand gigantic catalogues. The
so- called algorithm culture perpetuates the unbalance between big and small industries.
In this conference, we propose to analyse if the algorithm could be a death sentence for small
cinemas or could instead bring new opportunities. Should small cinemas look for visibility
by using tags related to popular genres or use smallness or periphery as tags themselves are
relevant questions for the survival of small productions. Could small cinemas create a niche
in the bag of Video on Demand (VoD)? Could they be independent from cinema venues or
film festivals? Are there any existing dissemination models to follow? As online distribution
redefines and makes peripheries visible rather than merge them with the centre (Szczepanik
et al. 2020), the presence and success of small films could inspire new models of distribution,
particularly as a result of Covid-19 conditions.
The conservation of small cinemas is also a relevant issue when films vanish into an
increasingly saturated market. Access to films is indispensable for drawing a visual imaginary
which is part of the nation as imagined community (Anderson 1983). In the last years, some
public or collaborative initiatives gathered films in minority languages, movies difficult to
trace and endangered visual materials for posting on the Internet, where they are or can be
transformed and appropriated by users.
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Conference
Programme
October 28

October 29

9:00 Auditorium
Opening of the Conference.

9:30 Auditorium
Keynote lecture: “Small film distribution
playbook: reaching audiences
in the post-pandemic era”.

9:30 Auditorium
Keynote lecture: “A little land, on demand:
The heyday and digital afterlife of Danish
post-war informational short films”.
Speaker: Claire Thomson.
University College London.
Respondent: Mette Hjort. Hong
Kong Baptist University.
10:30 Auditorium
Panel 1. The flow centre/periphery in
post-globalization and small cinemas.
Visionado 1
Panel 3. Archives and small cinemas.
Avoiding the invisibility of small
and peripheral cultures.
12:00 Coffee break
12:30 Auditorium
Panel 2. The festival circuit and the
positioning of small cinemas.
Visionado 1
Panel 4. Experiences of conservation
and exhibition of small cinemas.
14:00 Lunch
15:30 Auditorium.
Round table. The cinematheques of
small cinemas. Catalan Cinematheque,
Basque Cinematheque, Galician Centre
of Images, Portuguese Cinematheque.

Speaker: Elena Neira.
Universitat Oberta de Catalunya.
10:30 Visionado 1.
Panel 5. Effectiveness of public policies
for the circulation of small cinemas.
Auditorium.
Panel 6. The impact of Covid19 on
the circulation of small cinema.
11:45 Coffee break
12:15 Visionado 1.
Panel 7. Looking for a ‘natural’
audience for small cinemas.
Auditorium.
Panel 8. The impact of Video on
Demand on small cinemas.
14:00 Lunch
15:30 Auditorium.
Books, journals and projects
presentations.
16:30 Auditorium.
Film projection + Q&A with
filmmaker – Os días afogados
[The drowned days]
(César Souto Vilanova,
Luis Avilés, 2015).

October 30
11:00 Guided cultural visit
in Santiago de Compostela
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Keynote Lecture
A little land, on demand:
The heyday and digital
afterlife of Danish
post-war informational
short films
Claire Thomson
University College London

In the two decades after World War II, hundreds of short films were commissioned and
produced by the Danish Government Film Committee. Many of these were public information
films for domestic consumption, but a large number were made in English, Spanish, French
and other languages, and were designed to promote Danish culture and industry. These
films circulated via international networks of film libraries, entrepreneurs and diplomats,
often relying on portable 16 mm projectors and unlikely screening venues. Collectively, they
projected Denmark to the world as a small, modern, progressive and creative nation, often
couched in terms of “a little land”. Today, significant numbers of these films are being restored
and digitised by the Danish Film Institute, and mediated via its streaming sites and public
engagement projects. Such work is central to Danish film and media policy, and is shaped
not only by technological developments and constraints, but also by cultural, political and
economic imperatives. Focusing on two or three examples of mid-twentieth- century shorts, I
will examine how the image of Denmark they constructed is today being re-appropriated, rearticulated, and remediated in the service of nation-branding and, crucially, domestic public
diplomacy.
Claire Thomson is the Director of Film Studies at UCL (University College London) and, from 1 October
2021, Professor of Cinema History. Her publications include the monographs Thomas Vinterberg’s Festen
(University of Washington Press, 2013) and Short Films from a Small Nation: Danish Informational Cinema
1935-1965 (Edinburgh University Press, 2018), and the edited volumes Northern Constellations: New Readings
in Nordic Cinema (Norvik Press, 2006), and A History of Danish Cinema (ed. with Isak Thorsen and Pei-Sze
Chow, Edinburgh University Press, 2021). She is an editor of the journals Scandinavica and Kosmorama, and
an occasional translator. A cinema historian and specialist in Danish film, her recent research has centred on
public health films, and on unfinished and unrealised films and their afterlife in the digital archive.
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Respondent
Mette Hjort
Hong Kong Baptist University
Mette Hjort is Chair Professor of Humanities and Dean of Arts at the Hong Kong Baptist University,
Affiliate Professor of Scandinavian Studies at the University of Washington, and Visiting Professor of Cultural
Industries at the University of South Wales. Her current research focuses on moving images as they relate to
public value, and on film in the context of health and well-being.
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Keynote Lecture
Small film distribution
playbook: reaching
audiences in the
post-pandemic era
Elena Neira
Universitat Oberta de Catalunya

Attracting an audience has always been the primary challenge of small film distribution. In the
case of theatrical, if indie films lack acclaim and buzz in the press they will be struggling to get
people into theaters. In the case of streaming services, a movie may easily get lost in the sea of
content currently available on these platforms.
In this keynote we will approach several initiatives to counteract the worst effects of the
virus and sustain the small film industry. These include, among others, adopting digital film
marketing strategies, searching for suitable physical spaces, getting to know the audiences and
knocking the right doors.

Elena Neira holds degrees in Law and Audiovisual Communication. Her research is devoted to the new
models of audiovisual distribution. She is lecturer in the degree of Communication Studies in the Universitat
Oberta de Catalunya, and member of the research group GAME. She also teaches Audiovisual Distribution in
the Universitat Internacional de Catalunya. Neira authors several books about distribution and spectatorship.
Her more recent publication is Streaming Wars: la nueva televisión (Libros Cúpula).
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Panel 1.
The Flow Centre/
Periphery in PostGlobalization and
Small Cinemas
October 28 | 10:30 | AUDITORIUM

Bolesław Racięski
University of Warsaw

Small cinemas and big money. New perspectives
on studying problematic relationships between
small Latin American cinemas and European film
funds

Ecem Yildirim Gunes
Concordia University

Transnational Coproduction Under a New Lens:
The Circulation and Repositioning of New
Turkish Cinema in the International Market

Álvaro Lema Mosca
Universidad Autónoma
de Madrid

Between Europe and North America: Uruguayan
cinema as a production industry

Jowe Harfouche
Network of Arab
Alternative Screens (NAAS)

Networks as techonologies of solidarity

Karolina Ginalska
University of Birmingham

Power, Authority, Legitimacy: The
Representation of Indigenous People of Latin
America and the Gulf on Screen in Milk of
Sorrow/La teta asustada and Aseel
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Small cinemas and big money.
New perspectives on studying
problematic relationships between
small Latin American cinemas
and European film funds
Bolesław Racięski
University of Warsaw

Numerous films from small Latin American film industries (or “communities”, as filmmakers
themselves prefer to call them) that triumph at prestigious European festivals are often prized
for their ‘authenticity’ and ability to ‘extract cultural essence’. However, the fact that films from
Costa Rica, Chile and Paraguay, among others, are partly funded by European film funds gives
rise to questions about potentially neocolonial nature of the relationships between decision
makers and filmmakers from emerging countries. Although this issue has been researched in
several studies, a few notions – crucial to the perspective - have so far been omitted. Firstly, the
evolution of form and content of Europe- funded films gradually shifts towards experimental
forms negotiating foreign influence and expectations. Secondly, these studies often ignore the
filmmakers themselves, taking no notice of their particular experiences and tactics employed
by them both in terms of cooperation and resistance. The presented study introduces methods
that allow to overcome these deficiencies in order to establish a comprehensive analysis of
a phenomenon crucial to understanding contemporary small cinemas. Film analyses reveal
these filmmakers’ decision to abandon popular formulas for the sake of complex stories
problematising present-day relationships with donors. Furthermore, filmmakers’ own
lifeworlds are studied, thanks to the employment of interviews, never before employed
on such scale when studying relationships between Latin American filmmakers and
European funds. Incorporating filmmakers’ interviews into the research area reveals different
experiences and various approaches towards the prevailing power relations. Presented study
proposes new perspective on researching transnational power relations, that takes into
account the filmmakers’ agency, while positioning them as autonomous actors, not just passive
recipients of funds.
Bolesław Racięski, Ph.D., is an assistant professor of film studies at the Faculty of ‘Artes Liberales’,
University of Warsaw, and director of the ‘In Search of Authenticity. Exploring Problematic Relationships
Between Latin American Filmmakers and European Film Funds’ research project, funded by Polish National
Science Centre. His research interests focus on Latin American cinemas and possibilities of intercultural
dialogue in film.
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Transnational Coproduction Under
a New Lens: The Circulation and
Repositioning of New Turkish Cinema
in the International Market
Ecem Yildirim Gunes
Concordia University

Even though many transnational coproduction initiatives, such as Eurimages of the Council
of Europe, provide distribution and exhibition support across different geographical and
sociocultural contexts, the literature on coproduction has long focused primarily on production
practices. Drawing attention to the impact of transnational coproduction on the circulation of
the new Turkish cinema in the international market, this paper enters into the neglected areas
of distribution and exhibition with the aim of revising the studies of coproduction. It focuses
on the distribution and exhibition histories of the transnationally coproduced Turkish films
and investigates the expanding transnational reach of contemporary Turkish cinema, especially
across Europe, with a particular interest in its increasing visibility at international film festivals.
My aim is to examine how the increasing intensification of transnational coproduction
activities, particularly with European partners, has reconfigured the dissemination of Turkish
cinema beyond national borders at an unprecedented level since the 1990s. In this way, the
paper scrutinizes the repositioning of a small cinema in the global market, particularly in the
international film festival circuit, and analyzes if transnational coproduction could bring new
opportunities for the circulation of this small cinema or could instead maintain the existing
unbalance between big and small industries. It questions if mechanisms of transnational
coproduction, particularly international film festivals, could offer new dissemination models
for small cinemas. The paper also offers new insights by concentrating on the transnational
dynamics of a small industry, rather than exploring it according to a self-enclosed national
cinematic framework. It also aims to contribute to the literature on coproduction through
offering a perspective from a small industry situated in the periphery of Europe and subverts
the Eurocentric standpoint that privileges the analysis of established industries.
Ecem Yildirim Gunes is a PhD candidate in Film and Moving Image Studies at Concordia University. She
pursued an undergraduate degree in Sociology from Middle East Technical University and received her MA
in Cultural Studies from Istanbul Bilgi University. Her research interests comprise film industry studies,
transnational coproduction, film policy research, migrant and diasporic filmmaking, European cinemas
and film festivals. In her dissertation, she examines how the intensification of transnational coproduction
activities with European partners has reconfigured the production, distribution and exhibition practices of the
contemporary Turkish arthouse film industry since the 1990s.
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Between Europe and North
America: Uruguayan cinema
as a production industry
Álvaro Lema Mosca
Universidad Autónoma de Madrid

Since the 1990s, the film industry in Uruguay has not stopped growing. This development is
due to the co-production with other Latin American and European countries. Thus, the level of
films and the number of productions released per year has growth notoriously. Local industry
has been put on the world map, through participation in international festivals and world film
competitions. Since then, cinema in Uruguay has been torn between industrial relations with
Europe and the influence of Hollywood’s globalized aesthetic. This has meant that national
films are less and less “Uruguayan” and that identity is now presented in alternative ways,
erasing distinctive traits and achieving a certain invisibility that allows it to successfully sneak
into the world market. The Uruguayan case is an example of other similar film industries,
placed at the crossroads of today’s cinema, always in dispute with others and with themselves.
In this talk, some milestones of its recent history will be analyzed in order to glimpse the
progressive development of the last decades and its current situation on the world map.
Dr. Alvaro Lema Mosca is a graduate of the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid in Arts and Culture Studies.
He has written books and several articles on cinema, literature and art in Latin America.
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Networks as techonologies
of solidarity
Jowe Harfouche
Network of Arab Alternative Screens (NAAS)

The fierce digitization of cinema – in both its production and dissemination – expedited by
a pandemic brings about severe challenges to cultural policy. NAAS has been collectively
thinking about the opportunities this moment affords the arts and cultural sector in rethinking
its channels of access, security, flow of capital, and governance models and practices. And has
proposed conversations around the limitations and possibilities of the moment, centering
independent cinemas as a space for collectivity and critical thinking, and network models as
“technologies of solidarity”. We are interested in unpacking and dissecting the practices and
methodologies emerging out of institutional introspection long before the time of this public
health crisis. Shaping and maintain a network of cinema spaces that continuously challenges
and subverts hegemonic cultural economies and organisational models, NAAS aims to
valorize the network model as a conduit for new forms of ownership, equity and inclusion.
Our practice addresses the importance of speculating a future as a collective that takes its cues
from decentralized and distributed modes of organisations, alternative granting schemes,
and sociocratic integrative models of governance. NAAS’s network-making is an exercise in
regional unionizing and explores the political potential such a practice holds in reestablishing
the role cultural practitioners have in redefining and enacting cultural policy. In that sense,
centering cinema at the heart of community building takes on a new meaning beyond the
film as mere medium. NAAS is a network of non-governmental cinema spaces in the Arabicspeaking region. It gathers cinema initiatives that attempt through their programming,
events, space, outreach and operation to support a vibrant and sustainable cinema culture. By
organizing annual regional encounters, workshops and initiatives for film circulation, NAAS
aims to broaden the scope of films available to the Arab public and to encourage dialogue
around cinema and its history with the hopes of tapping into the potential presented by the
collective experience of watching film in a public setting.
Jowe Harfouche is the executive director of the Network of Arab Alternative Screens (NAAS), a growing
constellation of non-governmental cinema spaces presenting visionary film programs that engage and
challenge audiences across the Arab region. Jowe is also a filmmaker and lives in Berlin and Beirut.
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Power, Authority, Legitimacy:
The Representation of Indigenous
People of Latin America and the
Gulf on Screen in Milk of Sorrow /
La teta asustada and Aseel
Karolina Ginalska
University of Birmingham

As a result of financial dependence on foreign, often European, funding, small cinema
filmmakers hailing from the so-called Global South may be required to adapt their stories to
pander to international audiences which will often have certain expectations of films depicting
cultures foreign to them (Falicov 2010; Tierney 2018; de Valck 2018). As films authored by or
featuring indigenous people continue existing on the periphery of mainstream cinema, they
can also be referred to as small cinema in itself. In this paper I will compare a well-known
example of a transnational coproduction which features indigenous characters, a PeruvianSpanish Milk of Sorrow/La teta asustada (2009, Claudia Llosa) with an Omani film Aseel (2012,
Khalid Al Zadjali) which also features people indigenous to the Gulf region - the Bedouin.
This comparison will be used to address the issues of a potential imbalance between power,
authority and legitimacy which may arise in international cooperation which transnational
cooproductions such as La teta asustada are an example of. Conversely, to what extent do
films such as Aseel which is an all-Omani production suffer from this imbalance despite
not engaging in international cooperation? This paper explores how the ‘golden triangle’ of
power-authority-legitimacy has been applied in making the story of La teta asustada legible
to international audiences, how it manifests itself in Aseel, and to what degree it could enable
the latter to fulfil its transnational potential. This potential will be discussed in reference to
the ideals of cosmopolitanism and critical transnationalism, in particular polyvalence which
“is about reorientation, seeing the world from a different perspective to bracket commonplace
assumptions about meanings and relationships between films” (Deshpande and Mazaj 2018:
10) which will be used in an attempt to address a question of what international cooperation
should entail if it is to ensure that potential imbalances of power do not subvert authority and
misrepresent legitimacy.
Karolina Ginalska is currently working as Teaching Fellow at Centre for Preparatory Studies at
Nazarbayev University in Nursultan, Kazakhstan teaching English for Academic Purposes whilst completing
a PhD on the representation of indigenous peoples of Latin America and the Middle East in Film at the
University of Birmingham, UK; in 2016 graduated from UCL, London with MA in Film Studies; Research
interests: World Cinema, Transnational Cinema(s), Magical Realism, Latin America and the Middle East,
indigenous cinema, village film; draws inspiration from a range of cultures she has closely experienced as she
has lived in Poland, UK, Spain, Pakistan, Oman and is currently based in Kazakhstan.
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Panel 2.
The Festival Circuit
and the Positioning
of Small Cinemas
October 28 | 12:30 | AUDITORIUM

Skadi Loist
Zhenya Samoilova Film
University Babelsberg
KONRAD WOLF

Circulation of Small Cinemas on the
International Film Festival Circuits

Sebastián González Itier
Universidad de Los Andes

Film Festival circuit from small
cinemas. The Chilean case

María Paz Peirano
Universidad de Chile

Other cinephilias: Chilean Film
Festivals and local film cultures
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Circulation of Small Cinemas on the
International Film Festival Circuits
Skadi Loist, Zhenya Samoilova
Film University Babelsberg KONRAD WOLF

In agreement with the argument to study circulation rather than simply classical distribution
(Holdaway/Scaglioni 2018) we will highlight the film festival circuit as another significant,
yet understudied, exhibition window alongside classical theatrical release and streaming
services. For much of art cinema, film festivals provide the only place for global circulation
and exhibition. The sector has proliferated and diversified into more than 6.000 festivals
taking place in every region, size and thematic specialization and with this proliferation a
new revenue stream from screening fees has emerged (Loist 2016). So far festival research
has been limited to qualitative case studies. This contribution stems from the project “Film
Circulation in the International Film Festival Network and the Impact on Global Film Culture”,
which tracks 10.502 individual films in a dataset comprising the complete programs of six
major film festivals within the festival seasons 2011-2017. The chosen festivals constitute
three major international A-list festivals (Berlinale, Cannes, Toronto) and three leading
specialized festivals (IDFA, Clermont-Ferrand, and Frameline). For this paper, we will focus
on a subsample of small cinema films within our dataset and analyze their festival runs on the
international festival circuit. Taking into account production countries, genre markers and
the premiere festivals and their circulation power launching the films into the international
circuit (Loist 2020), we take a look at the relationship between the identified geographical and
temporal circulation patterns and theatrical releases. The “Film Circulation” project provides
a novel contribution by focusing on festivals, but also by collecting not readily available data.
We combine data from festival catalogues, IMDb, and survey data from the film’s directors
and producers (Loist/Samoilova 2019). In addition, we link our sample to the commercial
showtime data of the Kinomatics dataset (cf. Verhoeven et al. 2015; Coate et al. 2017). Using
these multiple data sources provides a more complete picture of film circulation patterns that
can help shed light on the specific mechanisms in the circulation of small cinemas.
Skadi Loist is Assistant Professor for Production Cultures in Audiovisual Media Industries at the Film
University Babelsberg ‘Konrad Wolf ’ in Potsdam, Germany, and PI of the research project “Film Circulation
on the International Film Festival Network and the Impact on Global Film Culture” (BMBF 2017–2021) as
well as Lead-PI of the international research project “GEP Analysis: Assessing, Understanding, and Modeling
the Impact of Gender Equity Policies (GEP) in the Film Industry” (DFG/ESRC/SSHRC 2021–2024). Skadi
co-founded the Film Festival Research Network (FFRN) in 2008, serves as Steering Committee member of
NECS and Editorial Board member of NECSUS: European Journal of Media Studies. Skadi has published
widely on film festivals, queer film culture, and equity, diversity and inclusion in media industries, and (co-)
edited Film Festivals: History, Theory, Method, Practice (with Marijke de Valck and Brendan Kredell, 2016).
Zhenya Samoilova is a postdoctoral researcher at the Film University Babelsberg “Konrad Wolf ”. She is
studying how different data sources (traditional as well as newly emerged) can be integrated for evaluation
of data quality and answering substantive research questions. Prior to joining the Film University, she was a
postdoctoral researcher at the department of Statistics and Methodology at the University of Mannheim and
researcher at the Knowledge Transfer department at GESIS Leibniz Institute of Social Sciences.
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Film Festival circuit from small
cinemas. The Chilean case
Sebastián González Itier
Universidad de Los Andes

In the last two decades, film festivals have been studied as nodes in a global network of film
festivals (de Valck, Elsaesser, Stringer), in which some nodes are more relevant than others.
However, this notion of a network does not necessarily reflect the establishment of national
or local circuits linked to small nations and small cinemas. In the Latin American context,
Campos (2020) proposed a study model based on the centre/periphery concept, but this
model is not sufficient to understand the local dynamics of the Latin American scenario. This
presentation discusses the creation of local film festival circuits based on two fundamental
concepts: small cinemas and cinephilia. Film festivals in Latin America are spaces for cinephilia
par excellence, promoting a film culture that nurtures national cinema. Using the analogy of
the water cycle, I proposed that film festivals in Latin American small cinemas are organised
in a circuit that nourishes itself, led by film festivals that act as condensers, who give life to
a circuit made up of dozens -or even a hundred- of other festivals, cine clubs, film schools,
press, which will allow the consolidation of a new cinephilia and film culture that will keep this
circuit alive. Based on the Chilean context, this model is a study proposal for local film festival
circuits of small cinemas.
Dr. Sebastián González Itier is a PhD in Film Studies (University of Edinburgh). His is research focuses
on the circuit of film festivals in Chile and the development of Chilean film culture and cinephilia. He is film
programmer at the Iquique International Film Festival (FICIQQ) and film critic at El Agente Cine. He has
published in magazines such as LaFuga and Cinemas d’Amerique Latine, presenting his work in UK, Spain,
Italy, and Chile. He is a professor at Universidad de las Américas and Universidad de los Andes in Chile,
teaching Scriptwriting, Film Theory, Cultural Marketing, Documentary, etc. He is co-supervisor of a doctoral
thesis focused on violence and paternity in the films by Alejandro González-Iñárritu at the Doctorate in
Communication of the Universidad de los Andes.
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Other cinephilias: Chilean Film
Festivals and local film cultures
María Paz Peirano
Universidad de Chile

In the last decade, the Chilean film cultural production field has been reconfiguring, linked to
the emergence of an incipient film culture, which implies renewed ways of making, thinking
and looking at cinema in Chile. This transformation has gone hand in hand with the emergence
of local cinephiles that, in search of artistic and cultural values that resist the hegemonic
commercial circuit, have found in certain film festivals spaces that have contributed to their
formation, articulating, creation, reproduction and dissemination of film knowledge and
cultural values.This paper analyses the role of local film festivals in developing Chilean cinema
film culture and cinephilia. Drawn from both archival and long-term ethnographic research on
different Chilean film festivals (such as FicValdivia, Proceso Error, FECICH and FECISO), the
presentation seeks to discuss how, beyond the “industrial” success of contemporary Chilean
cinema, the proliferation of film festivals has contributed to the formation of a renewed
cinephile cultures, associated with different aesthetic forms, social relations, and cultural
exchanges between the actors in the field. This presentation suggests that film festivals in Chile
have contributed to strengthening diverse and situated film cultures, which are sometimes
built on the margins, others in dialogue, and many times in tension, with the industrial and
international dynamics of Chilean cinema.
Dr. María Paz Peirano is an Assistant Professor in Film and Cultural Studies at Universidad de Chile, with
a PhD in Social Anthropology from the University of Kent. Her research involves an ethnographic approach
to film as social practice, focusing on contemporary Chilean cinema, film festivals, and the development
of Chilean cinematic cultures. She is co- editor of the volume Film Festivals and Anthropology (Cambridge
Scholars 2017) and co-creator of www.festivalesdecine.cl. She was the lead researcher of “Film festivals:
exhibition and circulation of Chilean cinema” and “Festivals, educative experiences and the expansion of
the Chilean Field”, and she is currently leading the research project “Chilean film audiences: film culture,
cinephilia and education”.
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Immaterial cultural and audiovisual
heritage: the results of the archiving
project “Our forgotten images” in
the Basque Country. Methodological
presentation and presentation of
the Ynchausti’s films collection
GraxI Irigaray, Josu Martínez
University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)

Audiovisual memory, whether on analog or digital media, is often qualified as endangered
documentary heritage (UNESCO, 2020). The Basque Country did not have a large film
industry in the twentieth century, but it has a significant collection of amateur films, too often
forgotten in the attics, without realizing their value and their fragility. The archiving project
“Our forgotten images” began in 2019 with several partners (the NOR research group of the
UPV / EHU, the historical archives of the Basque Country, the Basque film library, the archival
students of the Elías Querejeta film school...) with the goal of recovering domestic films
from the North of Basque Country (on the French administrative territory) and digitalizing
them. We would like to explain the different steps around the first films collection discovered,
composed of 189 films, found in the little village of Ustaritz in the Ynchausti family’s house and
digitalized at the Basque film library in San Sebastián. This collection has revealed a quantity
of films of great quality, and with an invaluable historical content. Out of the 189 reels found,
24 are commercial films, but all others are original films made by Manuel Ynchausti and his
children in 35mm, 16mm, 9’5mm and 8’mm formats. Manuel Ynchausti (Manila 1900-Uztaritz
1960) was a merchant, philanthropist who has never ceased to work for the Basque Country.
After the war of 1936, he took refuge with his family in the United States, in Paris and in the
North Basque Country. He helped a lot of people during the war. The images found are as
unique as this man. There are 1920s and 1930s films from around the world and also films with
significant cultural events of the territory and important political and public figures of the time
(from the 30s to the 50s and 60s).
Graxi Irigaray holds a degree in History (UPPA 2011) and a master’s degree in cultural policy (UPPA
2013). She is a researcher and PhD student in the Department of Audiovisual Communication and
Advertising at the University of the Basque Country and in Political Science in Bordeaux. Member of the
NOR research group (UPV / EHU). Her research topics include cinema, culture and the policies of minority
languages.
Josu Martinez is Associate Professor in the Department of Audiovisual Communication at the University
of the Basque Country. He holds an international PhD in social communication and a degree in social and
cultural anthropology. He has also taught film at the University of Pau and the Adour Region (UPPA). He
has been a member of the NOR research group since 2011 (a consolidated group of the Basque Government
that studies, among others, the relationship between audiovisual media and minority languages). His lines
of research include the history of Basque cinema, and specifically film archaeology; in this field, he has made
notable contributions, including the discovery of the first film in Basque (Gure sor lekua, 1956) and the last
film produced by Louis Lumière, filmed in 3D and shot in the Basque Country (Euskadi, 1936). In addition to
his academic activity, as a filmmaker he is the author of six feature-length documentaries and two short fiction
films.
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Amateur Cinema: Online Valorisation
Strategies for a small cinema
Christel Taillibert
Université Côte d’Azur

Amateur cinema, that is to say all movies made without any intention of trade, has
accompanied the “official history” of cinema, for over a century now. Today, the resulting
images of this history are countless, and of great diversity - in terms of formats, sociology of
the filmmakers, or genres (home movies, fictional films, animated films…).These films were
long kept in the domestic space, but since the 1980s, they were gradually collected by national
or regional film archives. More recently, the Internet development provides new opportunities
to share this specific film heritage. Today, most of the regional institutions in charge of the
tracing and preserving of amateur films offer digital interfaces, with an editorial treatment of
the contents: an open access to this kind of small cinema is now possible for the general public.
The challenge is then to attract the public and get it to take an interested in this kind of films.
Hence, our problematic issue shall be the following: What are the experimented strategies
of the digital platforms dedicated to amateur cinema to develop the attractiveness of their
catalogues? Using scientific literature about Amateur Cinema on one hand (Salazkina & FilaGuittérez 2020 ; Turquety & Vignaux 2017, Tepperman 2015, Nicholson 2012, Toussignant
2004…) and about archival devices on the other hand (Ceccarelli 2020 ; Motrescu-Mayes &
Aasman 2019; Simoni 2017, Tepperman 2017, Pierre 2017 ; Rascaroli, Monahan & Young
2014 ; Deleforge 2003…), we propose to develop a study based on a body of archive platforms
dedicated to amateur cinema in France (Mémoire CICLIC, Cinémathèque de Bretagne,
Normandie Image, Cinémémoire PACA…). We will both analyse the editorialization choices
and do interviews with the site animators in order to update the valorisation strategies proper
to this kind of “small cinema”.
Christel Taillibert is Associate Professor in information-communication at University Nice Côte d’Azur
(France). She is a member of the research Laboratory “LIRCES” (Laboratoire Interdisciplinaire Récits, cultures
et sociétés / Interdisciplinary Laboratory Narratives, Cultures and Societies). Her research activities focus on
the history of educational cinematography, image education, film festivals, cinephilie and Video on Demand.
She directed around 10 books and reviews, and she is the author of numerous papers and three books: Vidéo à
la demande: une nouvelle médiation? Réflexions autour des plateformes cinéphiles françaises (L’Harmattan 2020),
Tribulations festivalières – Les festivals de cinéma et audiovisuel en France (L’Harmattan 2009) and L’Institut
international du cinématographe éducatif. Regards sur le rôle du cinéma éducatif dans la politique internationale
du fascisme italien (L’Harmattan 1999).
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The rise and fall of neighborhood
cinemas in the city of Santiago de
Cuba. A new cinema history study
on cinema exhibition and cinemagoing as cultural heritage
Philippe Meers, Daylenis Blanco Lobaina, Paolo Favero
University of Antwerp

In this paper we present preliminary results from a research project on the history of the lively
cinema culture in Santiago de Cuba, the second largest city of Cuba. Due to its geographical
position in the east of the island, far from the capital Havana, it has always been a vibrant
center in its own right of audiovisual culture -both creation and consumption. But the
canonical history of Cuban cinema has almost exclusively focused on Havana and its world
famous ICAIC, apart from some recent notable exceptions (e.g. The digital enciclopedia
of Cuban audiovisual history, Endac) that open up to the rest of the country and to other
dimensions than the films themselves. The Cultura de la Pantalla –Santiago de Cuba project
thus fills a major gap in the national cinema history. The study is part of the bilateral Belgian
VLIR-IUC-Cuban project “Safeguarding cultural heritage. Instruments and practices for its
integrated management in Santiago de Cuba and the Eastern region of Cuba”, and its results
will be included in an online platform on cultural heritage at UOriente, Santiago de Cuba. The
framework is fully inspired by the new cinema history approach (Biltereyst, Maltby & Meers
2019) and is embedded in the Spanish language research network Cultura de la Pantalla, which
studies historical cinema cultures in Mexico, Colombia, USA, Spain and Cuba. We make the
point that the conservation of small cinemas not only consists of safeguarding the films, but
equally entails reconstructing the full picture of the social role and importance of cinema
culture as (in)tangible heritage within a regional and national culture. The study therefore
contributes to the rescue of the historical memory of cinema spaces as a crucial component
of eastern Cuban cultural heritage. This paper more specifically seeks to reconstruct the
cultural impact of the small film exhibition spaces in comparison to the larger premiere
cinemas, as well as their relationship with the urbanisation process, taking into account their
geographical distribution over time. It is important to highlight that the popular taste for
cinema, after its arrival in Santiago de Cuba on August 9 1906, led to its rapid expansion,
thanks largely to the projection of films in open spaces and the proliferation of small cinemas
located in the outskirts of the historic center where the larger and more luxurious picture
palaces arose. The analysis is based on the study of available primary sources and newspapers
in the city’s historical archives and interviews with descendants of cinemaowners. We end
with a reflection on how digital technologies -such as digital maps of cinemas and databases
of film programming, included in the online platform for cultural heritage currently under
construction at UOriente- will highlight the enduring importance of the lively cinema culture
in the second city of Cuba; thereby avoiding the invisibility of this peripheral cinema culture.
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Philippe Meers is a Professor in Film and Media Studies at the University of Antwerp, Belgium, where he
is deputy director of the Visual and Digital Cultures Research Center (ViDi) and director of the Centre for
Mexican Studies. He has published widely on historical and contemporary film cultures and audiences in e.g.
Screen and Media, Culture & Society. With Richard Maltby and Daniel Biltereyst, he co-edited Explorations in
New Cinema History: Approaches and Case Studies (2011), Audiences, Cinema and Modernity: New Perspectives
on European Cinema History (2012) and The Routledge Companion to New Cinema History (2019). With
Annette Kuhn and Daniel Biltereyst, he co-edited a special issue of Memory Studies (2017) on memories of
cinemagoing. He chairs the Belgian VLIR-IUC-Cuban project “Safeguarding cultural heritage. Instruments
and practices for its integrated management in Santiago de Cuba and the Eastern region of Cuba”.
Daylenis Blanco Lobaina is a part time lecturer, specialist of the Press and Public Relations Department
and doctoral student in Social Communication Sciences at Universidad de Oriente, Santiago de Cuba,
Cuba with a Joint PhD in Communication Studies at the Visual and Digital Cultures Research Center
(ViDi) of the University of Antwerp, Belgium. She is a member of the bilateral Belgian VLIR-IUC-Cuban
project “Safeguarding cultural heritage. Instruments and practices for its integrated management in Santiago
de Cuba and the Eastern region of Cuba”. She holds a Masters in Social Communication Sciences (UOriente)
and is a Graduate in Journalism, in Media for Heritage Communication and in Public Relations, Marketing
and Communication (at UOriente).
Paolo Favero is a Professor in Film Studies and Visual Culture at the University of Antwerp, Belgium,
where he is senior member of the Visual and Digital Cultures Research Center (ViDi). Paolo is an imagemaking visual anthropologist with an interest for the meaning of images in human life. He works across visual
and digital cultures and anthropology. He is also specialised on emerging technologies, visual and sensory
ethnography, arts-based methods and existential anthropology. Paolo is the author of four single-authored
books: Image-Making-India (Routledge, 2020), The Present Image (Palgrave Macmillan, 2018), Dentro e Oltre
l’Immagine (Meltemi 2017), India Dreams (Stockholm Univ. Press 2005). Paolo is presently the co-convener of
the Visual Anthropology Network of EASA (the VANEASA) and the vice-chair of the ECREA Visual Cultures
Section. He is vice-chair of the Belgian VLIR-IUC-Cuban project “Safeguarding cultural heritage. Instruments
and practices for its integrated management in Santiago de Cuba and the Eastern region of Cuba”.
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Històries del Punt: A small cinema
for recovering an invisible archive
of working class women
Mª Soliña Barreiro
Universidade de Santiago de Compostela

Aina Fernàndez, María Luna, Carlota Frisón
Universitat Pompeu Fabra

Elena Fraj
Universitat de Barcelona

Històries del Punt is a webdoc and lineal film project which creates a map of alternative
memories from the testimonies of working women in textile factories of Mataró, the largest
town of the Maresme province in Barcelona. The map retakes forgotten archive sources, as
local televisions, personal amateur archives and industrial films. This project is a small cinema,
in three levels: first, due to the use of materials, usually rejected in film, second, due to the
presence of its subjects, working-class women and emigrant working-class women and third,
due to the linguistic relations established among workers arriving with a dominant language
to a minoritary language community. Nevertheless, Històries del Punt aims to be a milestone
on the recovery of the memory of the city and its symbolic shaping. The project proposes
the design of a digital and non-hierarchical organization of memories from the perspective
of radical and feminist transdisciplinary perspective (Rose, Massey, McDowell). Mataró is
at the same time a peripheral place and one of the main nodes of the textile industry in the
country, where 80% people were working on a nowadays almost disappeared textile industry.
In this context, the webdoc is a lieu de memoire (Nora), that the city lacks nowadays. Textile
workers’ experience is a “crystallized point” of Mataró identity and there’s a need to “restitute its
memory” (Nora) through a symbolic virtual space that Històries del Punt aspires to be. The aim
of the project is to rebuild the Mataró working class women’s history by rescuing some spaces
of neglected memories through oral histories and film recordings. The use of oral history
allows us to enter and give voice to some unexplored territories: working women experiences,
relations among collectives inside the factory, evolution of working people, ideological and
emotional issues, and specially, some intimal aspects of their lives, rarely studied such as the
relation between sex, gender constraints, body and working experience. This method reveals
some hidden experiences that are absent from conventional archive images.Nevertheless, nonconventional archive images are enlightening some of these issues. We are recovering local TV
emissions (Mtv), personal and local archives (Carreras, Mañach, Prims,Quintana, MASMM,
Espasa, Torras…) and even some industrial and local films lately recovered by the researcher
Encarnació Soler (La fàbrica de géneros de punto Juan Llaudó Tresfí, 1926.; Festes en honor d’en Clavé,
1928. Ramon de Baños; Fiestas de las Santas en el año de la Victoria, 1939. Juan Pallejà).
Mª Soliña Barreiro González holds a PhD in Social Communication and is a doctoral assistant at the
Universidade de Santiago de Compostela. She specialises in documentaries, history and vanguard.
Aina Fernàndez holds a PhD in Audiovisual Communication and teaches at the Tecnocampus-Universitat
Pompeu Fabra in Mataró. She specialises in media and new technologies.
Elena Fraj holds a PhD in Fine Arts. She is a lecturer at the Universitat de Barcelona. She is a professional
editor and animator with extensive experience in documentary design.
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María Luna holds a PhD in Audiovisual Communication and is an Associate Professor at the TecnocampusUniversitat Pompeu Fabra in Mataró. She specialises in the use of documentaries and GIS for research and
dissemination; she has extensive experience in television production.
Carlota Frisón Fernández holds a PhD in Performing Arts and is an associate lecturer at the
Tecnocampus-Universitat Pompeu Fabra in Mataró. She is a film director and actress. She specialises in
documentary and artistic creation.
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Proxecto Socheo: A collaborative
initiative to protect the visual
heritage of a Galician fishing village
Beli Martínez
Universidade de Vigo

Proxecto Socheo is a collaborative initiative whose aims are locating, studying, inventoring and
offering knowledge about the images produced in the fishing village of A Guarda and the Low
Miño area. With the intention to safeguard footage that could be jeopardized, Proxecto Socheo
also intends to project the past of the images in the future for the younger generations can get
a glimpse of their common heritage. In this vein, citizens are asked to take part in the project
by summing up their personal and domestic footage, which can be shared on the website and
therefore access by film researchers and the general public. Proxecto Socheo is managed by
the filmmaker Xurxo Chirro and the producer Beli Martínez with a a multidisciplinary team
of historians, journalists and the special collaboration of the IES A Sangriña, a secondary
school of the village of A Guarda. As found footage was the raw material for Vikingland (2011),
a feature film by Xurxo Chirro, the compilation of diverse footage can be the basis for new
projects under the politics of cinematic appropriation and the resignification of film materials.
Beli Martínez (A Guarda, 1980) holds a PhD in Audiovisual Communication from the University of
Vigo with the first thesis studying the Novo Cinema Galego. She is a producer at Filmika Galaika, a Galician
company specialising in auteur cinema that has produced the latest works by Eloy Enciso, Jessica Sarah
Rinland, Helena Girón and Samuel M. Delgado, and since 2012 she has been developing Proxecto Socheo,
an audiovisual archive of A Guarda, which won the Audiovisual Literacy Award from the Spanish Ministry
of Education. In 2016, together with Xisela Franco, she produced the project Cinema e Muller, which aims to
give visibility to Galician women filmmakers. In addition, she combines audiovisual production with teaching
in the Audiovisual Communication and Advertising Department at the University of Vigo.
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Notes on “Nitrato argentino” and why
minor films also help us write History
Carolina Cappa
Independent researcher

“Nothing that has ever happened should be regarded as lost for history” Walter Benjamin, “On
the Concept of History”
History of early cinema in Argentina has been usually reduced to the careless naming of
a group of film milestones and very important film people. The difficulty to access and
understand the nature of film materials as well as the lack of interest in going further into the
complex connection between film preservation and film writing, produced a narrow analysis
of the early days of cinema in Argentina. It was only in recent years that dedicated studies,
young researchers and digital technology began expanding the picture of film theory and
film preservation. Regarding the latter, the appearance (which not a “discovery” but a “bad
cataloguing”) of many rolls of unassed early films that were stored at the Museo del Cine
“Pablo Ducrós Hicken” in Buenos Aires set off an alarm on histories that were still on the way
to be written. “Argentine Nitrate” was born within this context. Following the need to preserve
and, most importantly, to foster access to the archive, this research and preservation project
focused its efforts on the collection of Argentinian nitrate-based films produced between
1904 and 1938 that were stored at the Museo del Cine. The results were published in the
form of a book, Nitrato argentino, una historia del cine de los primeros tiempos (Buenos Aires
2019), a catalog, a series of public exhibitions and an open access website, nitratoargentino.
org. The films preserved at the Museo del Cine, the target objects of this project, were mostly
surviving elements of the silent era that had been previously considered of no or low archival
value. Why have those unique films been historically disregarded? To begin with, films in the
collection seemed to be far away from the so called “Argentinian canon”. On the contrary, most
of them belonged to “minor” film genres: newsreels, social event films, films to be shown in
schools, fairs, congresses, or religious settings, domestic films, scientific films, travel films. They
were films that had been shown very limitedly or in unconventional venues. Films without
any commercial distribution nor publicity at their time. Films with no commercial success,
therefore no economical value and evidently no interest as a collectible item. Even more, films
that had survived fragmented, incomplete or as anonymous pieces. This is the story of a group
of little, minor, previously worthless films that were rescued from the unassessed trash that lies
inside most film archives.
Carolina Cappa is a film archivist and media professor. She worked as a film preservation specialist in film
archives in Argentina, Bolivia, Panamá and Spain and her most recent work is Nitrato argentino, una historia
del cine de los primeros tiempos, partly available at nitratoargentino.org. She is currently based in Santiago de
Compostela, Spain, and she works as a professor and researcher at the Film Preservation program of the Elías
Querejeta Zine Eskola (Donostia, Spain) and as an independent film restoration and preservation consultant.
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From Balkans with love?
Distribution of feature films
from Southeast Europe in People’s
Republic of Poland in 1970s
Konrad Klejsa
University of Lodz

Since 1945 till mid1980s, the most important agenda for the supervisors of Polish film culture
was the distribution of the Soviet films as well as movies from other Eastern Bloc countries.
This ideological goal was subjected to intrinsic contradiction between the propagandist needs
and actual demand of the audiences. This contradiction is clearly documented by the box-office
results and attendance statistics, maintained by Chief Office of Film Culture. Drawing on this
collection, I shall examine quantitative data on results of Bulgarian, Romanian and Yugoslavian
films released in Poland in the 1970s. Merits, limitations and pitfalls of such research will be
discussed and set against Polish policy of cultural exchange within the countries of the Soviet
bloc in that decade.
Konrad Klejsa received his PhD in Film Studies in 2005 at University of Lodz. 2007-2009 he has been
visiting professor at University of Tübingen. Currently he is adjunct professor at Department of Film History
at University of Lodz. His research interests focus on the history of post-1945 Polish cinema, audience studies
and German-Polish film cooperation. Latest publication: ‘Almost as good as Soviet cinema: Reception of
Italian neorealism in Poland: 1946–56’, Journal of Italian Cinema & Media Studies (2021), 9:3, pp. 367–84
(co-authored). Currently he supervises the research project “Film distribution and exhibition in Poland,
1945-1989: national institutional framework and local case study” (2017-2023), funded by the Polish National
Science Centre. Contact: University of Lodz, ul. Pomorska 171/173, 90-236 Lodz, Poland. E- mail: konrad.
klejsa@uni.lodz.pl https://orcid.org/0000-0002-6259-9173
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Think Small: Big Challenges
for Small Cinemas in the
Horizon Europe 2021-2027
Enrique Castelló, Antía María López, Roi Méndez
Universidade de Santiago de Compostela

Globalization has imposed its logic on all cultural sectors, also (or especially) on cinema.
Glocalisation has fanned the delirium of producing a local identity cinema that is capable of
overlapping with the global mainstream, without paying “identity tolls” for it. Would it be
possible to extrapolate the cartography of small cinematographies, their idiosyncratic linguistic
and thematic uses, for their massive consumption on a planetary level? Based on the famous
advertising slogan of Bill Bernbach, we propose to tackle the great challenges of small cinemas
in the Horizon Europe 2021-2027. Among these challenges, we highlight the contribution
of small cinematographies to the construction of a European intangible cultural heritage,
understood in the Unesco way as a “living heritage”, that is, usable and upgradeable by its
citizens in participatory co-governance. Great challenges that will have to be enchanted in the
First Strategic Plan for Horizon Europe 2021-2024. In this Plan, widely defined by the European
Commission as “an ambitious plan for an ambitious program” (European Commission, 2021),
in which the European Commission establishes its research and innovation priorities for a
sustainable future, the cultural issue has been strictly excluded. It could be argued that the
subject of culture in the Strategic Plan is transversal to the rest of the proposed axes, but it is
the first time that culture ceases to be a central element to become another transversal.The final
question is as simple to ask as it is difficult to answer: what cultural future does Europe aspire to?
Or put another way, how long can Europe will keep its bombast about cultural diversity, while
developing a policy based on hybrid glocalisation?
Enrique Castelló-Mayo is Associate Professor at the Faculty of Communication Sciences of the USC since
2004, after having also been professor at the Universities of Valladolid and Complutense. He is a member
of Estudos Audiovisuais Research Group (USC – GI: 1786) and Expert Evaluator Ministry of Science and
Innovation.
Antía María López is Doctor in Communication Sciences from the Complutense University of Madrid.
Associate Professor of Audiovisual Communication and Publicity at the Faculty of Communication Sciences
of the University of Santiago de Compostela. She is author of several books as Communication policies and
cultural identity: government strategies on social communication or The dimension of the axiological in the
Advertising discourse. She focuses her research on textual theory and analysis and the study of European
audiovisual politics.
Roi Méndez holds a PhD in Research in Information Technologies from the Universidade de Santiago
de Compostela. He is assistant professor of Audiovisual Communication at Universidade de Santiago
de Compostela. He received a first degree in Computer Systems from the Universidade de Santiago de
Compostela and Master in Computing from the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya. He is a researcher of the
Grupo de Estudos Audiovisuais focusing his research on virtual TV sets, virtual and augmented reality, and
new technologies in communication.
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“Netflix is not the film world […]
They are not television either.
They are a new part of the mix”:
Small Cinema Screen Agencies
and their relationship with SVODs
Caitriona Noonan
Cardiff University

This paper presents the findings of a comparative project on screen agencies in several small
European nations. Funded by the UK’s Arts and Humanities Research Council, this project
investigates the remit and interventions of the national screen agency in Croatia, Belgium,
Denmark, Ireland, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales. It uses a mix of interviews within
the agencies and analysis of policy to understanding how the role of these organisations has
evolved in response to a digital market characterised by activities like streaming, industry
consolidation and amplified competition. The project finds that these screen agencies face
similar challenges in countering the cultural hegemony and economic dominance of global
‘superpowers’. Transnational cooperation and reciprocal agreements have been facilitated
by screen agencies in response to their nation’s scale, including some collaboration between
nations related to a common value system, geographic proximity or a shared language (the Irish
Language Broadcast Fund and the Nordisk Film and TV Fond as examples). Equally, screen
agencies have been one of the primary mediators and brokers of cross-border co-production
agreements partly as a response to the financial obstacles which emerge from limited scale.
Further interventions such as international partnerships, mobility funds, participation at film
festivals and supporting international distribution means that screen agencies try to ensure
their nations are active and visible globally in a market often dominated by anglophone
interests.On the one hand, the presence of SVODs like Netflix and Amazon in Europe were
seen as positive by screen agencies. They can offer the opportunity for further large-scale
foreign investment, especially in high-end television drama a growing area of activity for many
screen agencies. Investment in Croatia and Northern Ireland in relation to Game of Thrones,
Vikings: Valhalla in Ireland and Danish series The Rain (2018–2020)) was seen as supporting
the development of local creative labour markets and infrastructure. These elements are
increasingly important in securing the competitiveness and the sustainability of the nation’s
creative sector and to the supporting efforts of screen agencies. Equally, SVODs were regarded
as offering further markets for pre-sales and secondary sales of content beyond the domestic
market and to securing a global audience for local content (e.g. Danish comedy Rita (20122020) commissioned by Danish television broadcaster TV2 initially and then co-produced with
Netflix on whose platform all seasons are available internationally). However, there were some
cautious notes raised about these companies as powerful gatekeepers in terms of content, their
limited data sharing with the sector, and their long-term extraction of value from the sector
with some interviewees pondering (off-record) whether additional responsibilities should be
imposed on these players especially around their fiscal contributions and support for local
talent. This was regarded as particularly important for small nations where both are critical but
often limited resources. Therefore, this paper will discuss the complex relationship between
screen agencies and streaming services in small nations as driven by intersecting policy
agendas and emerging market dynamics.
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Dr Caitriona Noonan is Senior Lecturer in Media and Communication in the School of Journalism, Media
and Cultural Studies (JOMEC). She is an active researcher in the areas of television production, public service
broadcasting, creative labour and cultural policy. More information about her research is available at www.
smallnationsscreen.org. She is co- author of the book Producing British Television Drama: Local Production
in a Global Era (Palgrave 2019). This book recentres questions of power, control and sustainability in the
production of television drama. Caitriona is currently principal investigator on an AHRC-funded project
‘Screen Agencies as Cultural Intermediaries: Negotiating and Shaping Cultural Policy for the Film and TV
Industries within Small Nations’. This is a two-year project that examines the strategies for economic and
cultural sustainability adopted by publicly funded screen agencies. A book on this project will be published by
Palgrave in 2022.
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Five Questions about Portugal’s
New Cinema Law
Mariana Liz
University of Lisbon

In November 2020, at the end of what has most likely been one of the worst years for film
and audiovisual across the world, the Portuguese parliament approved a new cinema law.
Prompted by the European Commission 2018 Audiovisual Media Services Directive (AVMSD),
the new law had two main concerns: first, to ensure there is parity between the different
stakeholders contributing financially to the national film and audiovisual system; second, to
preserve cultural diversity, guaranteeing the production and circulation of national works is not
compromised by emerging audiovisual media. The legislative process generated a huge national
debate about how protective the new law should – or could, within the guidelines emitted by
the Commission – be, and about the dimension and reach of the levies imposed on operators,
as well as their investment obligations. While some predicted the death of Portuguese film,
others claimed the new law would be a unique opportunity to revitalize the sector.This
presentation starts with an overview of the new law and its financing mechanisms. It then
presents five points for reflection about the implications the new regulation system might have,
namely in terms of: public and private financing of film in Portugal; the investment obligations
of different players and expectations about their impact; the difficulties small, peripheral
nations encounter when regulating the action of emerging players, particularly streaming
services; the presence of national works in VOD catalogues across Europe; and the possibilities
afforded by comparative work. It thus asks what are the main themes framing the debates about
this sort of transformation, and in what ways they are related to keywords that have historically
defined European cinema, suggesting more transnational analyses are needed to advance our
knowledge of the centre/periphery flow in post-globalization small European cinemas.
Mariana Liz is a Research Fellow at the Institute of Social Sciences at the University of Lisbon, in Portugal.
She completed a PhD at King’s College London in 2012 and taught at King’s, Queen Mary and the University
of Leeds in the UK before moving to Portugal in 2016. She is the author of Euro-Visions (2016), editor of
Women’s Cinema in Contemporary Portugal (with Hilary Owen, 2020) and Portugal’s Global Cinema (2018),
among other publications. Between February 2020 and October 2021 she was an adviser to the Secretary
of State for Film, Audiovisual and Media, focusing on film exhibition and film literacy policies, as well as
strategic funding and legislative matters.
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Negotiating Censorship,
Circulation and Competition:
New Pakistani Cinema in
a post-Covid World
Zebunnisa Hamid
LUMS, Lahore

The post-Covid era is going to be extremely challenging for cinema in Pakistan, as it is for
many small cinemas, with the pandemic accelerating a process that was already taking place.
This paper examines the implications this will have for local filmmakers who were already
struggling prior to the pandemic. Over the last couple of years, cinema theatres were fighting
to stay open with local films production not being enough to keep cinemas running, leaving
them reliant on Hollywood and Bollywood films. The situation has become more dire with
delays in major international releases and no final date to reopen cinemas, leaving several local
films still awaiting release dates. However, before filmmakers can release their films, they still
have to face the local censor boards and media gatekeepers, which have become increasingly
antagonistic. For example, Zindagi Tamasha, which was Pakistan’s submission for this year’s
Oscars and has been part of the international festival circuit, was banned in Pakistan because of
‘objectionable material’. Under the prevailing ‘ban culture’ in the country and with the closure
of cinemas during the pandemic, VOD platforms could have been the ideal solution for the
circulation and dissemination of Pakistani content. However, this too has proven to be difficult.
Last year, the web series Churails, for example, which found a home on the Indian VOD
platform Zee5, was also banned, leaving Pakistani audiences unable to access the platform
through local credit cards and setting a dangerous precedent for future content. Pakistani films
are also underrepresented on platforms such as Netflix. This is further illustrated by the fact
that the first Pakistani Netflix original, Sitara, a short animation by award-winning filmmaker
Sharmeen Obaid, was only released in March of this year, most likely due to the filmmaker’s
international recognition. Yet, while local filmmakers and producers struggle, Turkish dramas,
such as Diriliş: Ertuğrul, have been promoted by Pakistan’s Prime Minister, dubbed into Urdu,
shown on the Pakistani state television channel (and their YouTube channel) and has broken
several records in the country. These examples are an illustration of a scenario in which with
no state or other avenues of support and funding, and with diminishing exhibition sites, local
cinema in Pakistan is facing an increasingly unpredictable future.
Zebunnisa Hamid is an Assistant Professor of Film and Screen Studies at LUMS. She has a PhD in Film
Studies from SOAS. She is on the advisory board of Screen Worlds, a European Research Council (ERC)
funded project on decolonizing film and screen studies hosted by SOAS. Her own research focuses on gender
and the crisis of masculinity, and the cinematic city and urban spaces on screen. She is currently working on
her book on New Pakistani Cinema. Zebunnisa has trained as a film editor at The Edit Centre in New York
and worked as a production consultant on Mira Nair’s film, The Reluctant Fundamentalist (2012). She has also
served on Pakistan’s Oscar committee, and is one of the people behind the Filmi Happy Hour podcast.
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After the End of the World:
Release strategies for European Small
Cinemas in France,
2020-2021
Ana Ribeiro
University Paris Nanterre

Historically, France has been a key market for European arthouse films. Holding an exceptional
economic structure based on public grants and a large arthouse distribution/exhibition
landscape favoring diversity, the French market has long been receptive to a relatively large
number of works from small(er) industries all over the world. However, in Mars 2020,
pandemics hit. French cinemas closed, reopening for a brief, restricted 4-month window on
summer. Set to open again in May 2021, the future of French cinemas is uncertain and the
distribution of arthouse films in theaters may prove challenging, especially for smaller films
from less known countries. This work aims to evaluate the strategies put in place by French
distributors for releasing European films in 2020 and 2021. We will concentrate on smaller
European industries. The following questions serve as the starting point of this paper: How
French cultural policies regarding streaming platforms and theatrical releases (known as media
chronology) interfere on the choice between streaming releases or late theatrical releases? How
do distributors and arthouse theaters solve the problem of more than one year of postponed
releases, with a large number of films fighting for a future spot on the silver screen? Based on
the analysis of statistics available and in-depth interviews with arthouse French distributors,
we’ll discuss how the pandemics interfered on the role of theatrical releases in the visibility of
European small cinemas in the French film market.
Ana Ribeiro holds a PhD in Film Studies from the University of Paris Nanterre (2018), where she focused on
the participation of women in the Romanian film industry. Her works have appeared on journals such as 1895,
Archivos de la Filmoteca and Entrelacs, always focusing on socioeconomic issues of peripheric film industries,
especially in their relation with the French market. She’s currently the manager of the Lapérouse, an arthouse,
3-screen cinema in Albi, South France.
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Atomization of cinematographic
VOD exhibition in Central America
as a result of Covid-19 crisis
Amaya Izquierdo, Miguel Fernánez Labayen
Universidad Carlos III de Madrid

Our proposal is to show a detailed critical analysis on how the arrival of the Covid-19 crisis has led
to a multiplication of digital exhibition windows and a horizontal and vertical integration in the film
distribution industry in Central America. We focus on three aspects: a)Multiplication of platforms: As
the health crisis stayed for mid-long term, online content aggregators led by Central Americans have
multiplied, making national and regional cinema accessible to the audience. These platforms provide
geolocation options, either VOD or SVOD, negotiating directly with the producers the terms of the
acquisition of the rights of the films, the percentages, and the exhibition periods, so producers/exhibitors
create business strategies for each film, and vertically integrate the business. These platforms have small
structures, focused on national or regional public, in some cases with global ambitions. E.g., specific
platforms for Central American cinema have emerged, with the commercial aim of globally exploiting
the cinema of the region.b)Horizontal integration: Traditional cinema theatres -particularly those
focused on auteur, independent and niche cinema- have created their own “virtual rooms” for home
theatre consumption, integrating horizontally. As they saw their capacity limited by the restrictions,
and after months of lockdown, they began offering online options to their customers, who are actually
a loyal, identified audience that is easy to reach by social media.c)Vertical integration: At regional
and international levels, we have identified both distributors and sales agents that have opened their
own VOD exhibition channels that include Central American films whose rights they already had in
their catalogues. Agents that were traditionally responsible for positioning (selling) the film in larger
platforms, now vertically integrate and rely on their catalogues to open new business lines.Through
collection of data and direct interviews with directors, producers, and film distributors in Central
America, we show the impact that the pandemic has had on the emergence of new film exploitation
platforms and what resources have been used by exhibitors to cope with audience restrictions through
digitization, as well as the results that have been obtained with these resources, future prospects and
pending challenges in the current context.
Amaya Izquierdo (Madrid, 1984) is a Spanish-Costa Rican creative producer. She graduated in Audiovisual
Communication at Universidad Carlos III (Madrid). She moved to San José (Costa Rica) in 2011, where she worked
for 5 years as a full teacher at Universidad Veritas. She became associate producer for Princesas Rojas (2013, Berlinale,
sold to Sundance Channel), founded her own production company, and produced the features Presos (2015, Sold to
HBO, Netflix), Nosotros las piedras (2018, Best Documentary at FICCI (Oscar Qualifying Award for Docs.), El despertar
de las hormigas (2019, Berlinale, Sold to HBO, Goya’s Nominee for Best Latin American Film) and El mito blanco
(FICG México, 2020). Her films have represented Costa Rica at the Oscars and Goyas on three occasions. She has been
associated in the production of Atrás hay relámpagos (2017), Kentannos (2019) o La boda del Tigre (2020), amongst
others. Since 2017 she lives in Madrid, where she is pursuing a PhD at Universidad Carlos III.
Miguel Fernández Labayen is a Professor at the Department of Journalism and Audiovisual Communication at
the Carlos III University in Madrid and a member of the Television/Cinema: Memory, Representation and Industry
[TECMERIN] research group. He studies the cinematographic culture of contemporary Spain with special attention on
the cross- border dimension of popular films and experimental documentaries. He has had work published in jointly
written books such as Transnational Stardom: International Celebrity in Film and Popular Culture (Palgrave Macmillan,
2013) and Sampling Media (Oxford University Press, 2014), among others. He has curated film and video programmes
for the Instituto Cervantes, the Seville European Film Festival and La Casa Encendida and was a member of the selection
committee at the Punto de Vista International Documentary Film Festival in Pamplona from 2010 to 2013.
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The Romanian New Wave
and the Global Market
Lenuta Giukin
Oswego State University of New York

While international recognition did not cease to flow for the Romanian new wave cinema
and while every year new prizes at international film festivals bring to attention new talented
directors, little is known about the post-festival audiences and financial success of these
films. What distribution channels are taking over these movies? Who are the audiences? How
financially successful are these movies? Do production houses make a profit? How much are
the directors paid? Most question of economics remain deeply buried or even ignored. The
impact of such highly ideologically charged movies can be powerful for actors’ careers and
prestigious for directors whose image can project bigger than life. Yet the presence of directors
such as Mungiu or Puiu on the international scene is spaced enough to make one wonder
about the real course of such small cinema. This presentation follows the distribution and
preservation of some of the very successful Romanian new wave films of the past decades; the
impact they have on audiences and film industry; the financial path they have form inception
to the present; and the overall influence on other films/genres based on prizes and international
prestige.
An assistant professor at SUNY Oswego, Lenuta Giukin has an interest in marginal groups, minorities,
national identities, gender relationships and heroism, and social ideologies in film and literature. She edited
two volumes and published articles in the French Review, Journal of European Studies, Film criticism
or volumes such as Le super-héros à l’écran. Mutations, transformations, évolutions; Small Cinemas in
Global Markets. Genres, Identities, Narratives; This (Un)Real Body. Anthology of Essays and others. She recently
submitted upon invitation, to Polonia Journal, the article “Social Realism in Cristian Mungiu’s Graduation”.
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Shadowplay: The Circulation
of Artists’ Television and
the Production of Imagined
Counterpublics
Benjamin Olin
Hong Kong Shue Yan University

This paper will explore the circulation of cable television shows made by artists in New York
during the 1970s and 1980s. Drawing on personal interviews and archival documents, it will
ask how this independently produced analogue media ecology can illuminate contemporary
dissemination models for small cinemas. Artists’ television in New York was facilitated by
community outreach ordinances issued by the Federal Communications Commission during
the early 1970s. In exchange for establishing franchises in Manhattan, the most profitable
cable companies were obliged to provide local residents with access to basic programming
facilities. Filmmakers, poets, and musicians in lower Manhattan soon took advantage of this
medium, using state and federal funding to produce numerous shows, which they screened
in local lofts and nightclubs—and distributed locally, nationally and internationally via cable,
satellite transmission, and mail order VHS. The paper will argue that this distribution network
serves as an exemplary instance of a proto-digital apparatus which begins to emerge during
the late 1970s—in which film, video, television, and print media converge, and divisions
between audience and producer begin to erode. At the same time, I will show how—by virtue
of being contained within a counterpublic sphere—the distribution of artists’ television differs
significantly from contemporary global media networks. I will argue that the purposively
underground qualities of this distribution network nurtured an imagined “downtown”
countercultural community which exceeded the geographic bounds of lower Manhattan.
While this mode of distribution and exhibition purposively bypassed conventional venues for
small cinema—such as arthouse theatres, galleries, and festivals—it was directly facilitated by
commercial media companies and governmental bodies, including Time Warner, NASA, and
the NEA. I will explore how this entangled (seemingly paradoxical) relationship between media
corporations and autonomous art groups complicates binary discourses of periphery versus
center, and mainstream versus independent. Finally, I will ask how this historical example can
open new windows on contemporary distribution models for small cinemas.
Benjamin Olin is an Assistant Professor in the Department of English Language and Literature at Hong Kong
Shue Yan University. He received his Ph.D. in Cinema Studies from New York University. His writing has
been published in Art Journal; Framework: The Journal of Cinema and Media; Millennium Film Journal; Jacket
2; and Downtown Film and TV Culture, 1975-2001 (Intellect, 2015). His current book project, Underground
Networks: Artists’ Television in New York, examines cable- TV shows produced by artists in downtown
Manhattan, providing the first extended analysis of this body of work.
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Holding the Mirror Back:
Pacífica Grey and the Small
Cinema Distribution
in Small Cinema Markets
Camilo Porras Sandoval
Johannes Gutenberg-University Mainz

In its 19-year history, the independent distribution company Pacífica Grey has changed the
circulation of films in Costa Rica, Central America, and the Caribbean. Its founders Karina
Avellán and Marcelo Quesada observed that the increasing number of feature films produced in
Costa Rica and Central America in the first decades of the 21st century, only found very limited
distribution spaces, especially in the countries where the films themselves were produced.
Starting in 2012 with boutique screening activities such as concerts and film projections for the
documentary-fiction-hybrid film Las marimbas del Infierno (Guatemala/Mexico/France 2010),
Pacífica Grey with their signature and social media presence by now not only has distributed
more than ten films from Costa Rica and Guatemala in Central America but has also released
several international independent hits in the region. Their latest venture paci.tv, consolidates
their unparalleled library in a Video-on-Demand service that ranges from films from all
over the world otherwise unavailable in the region, to their unprecedented catalog of Central
American films. This paper examines from a small media market perspective (Szczepanik et al.
2020) Pacífica Grey’s role in the distribution of Central American cinema both in the respective
countries of production, and in the neighboring countries. It will also look into the issues of
audience building in the small media market of Central America by studying Pacífica Grey’s
more analogue interdisciplinary cinematic events to their newest Video-on-Demand platform
paci.tv, which launched amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
Camilo Porras Sandoval is a PhD candidate, staff member and instructor in the film studies department
at the Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz. His dissertation focuses on media funding articulations
in Costa Rica. His research interests also include media production studies, gender and queer studies,
dramaturgy, and narratology. He studied communication studies and audiovisual production at the
Universidad de Costa Rica, San José, Costa Rica and the Friedrich-Alexander-Universität in Erlangen,
Germany. In 2019, he completed his M.A. in Media Dramaturgy at the Johannes Gutenberg-Universität,
Mainz, Germany.
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Reaching for an audience.
Distribution and exhibition
strategies in peripheral cinemas:
the case of En todas as mans
Miguel López Calzada
Universidade de Santiago de Compostela

1. Introduction. Distributing and screening a film categorized as part of a so called “small
cinema” (Gukin et al. 2014) might be a difficult task when compared to mainstream audiovisual
releases. Big cinema chains control the main movie theatres around the globe. This net, thus,
becomes difficult to reach for small companies, more so for those from small cinemas, which
face barriers that separate them from the audience (Pérez Pereiro and Deogracias Horrillo
2020). Therefore, they are forced to find alternative ways to reach the public. The emergence
of television, first, and of video, later, changed the monopoly of movie theatres in exhibiting
films. Nowadays, Video On Demand (VOD) has shaken the industry in a similar, if not more
important way. Internet distribution has become specially relevant during and after the Covid
pandemic. Small cinemas try to get themselves into these markets/platforms, but they are also
increasingly controlled by big corporations. In this environment, the Galizan documentary film
En todas as mans (Diana Toucedo, 2015) has managed to reach an audience of its own. From
commercial theatres to community centres, through television or the internet, distribution and
exhibition of the documentary has combined traditional and innovative procedures.
2. Objective and methodology. This paper aims to track and analyse the distribution and
exhibition of the film En todas as mans, to explore how it might have traced one route, of many
possible, for other similar films to follow. It constitutes, therefore, a case study. Tracking the
footprints of a small film is difficult, if compared, again, with major releases. The alternative
path to audiences that this kind of films might follow makes that some of their shows or
broadcasts are not registered by the usual databases. That’s why the method here will be more
qualitative than quantitative, focusing more in the different ways the film has managed to reach
the audience than in the numbers achieved through such moves. Consequently, the paper will
analyse certain distribution and exhibition strategies concerning En todas as mans, selected
by its perceived relevance and classified into the following categories: a) Film festivals b) Film
theatres c) Television d) VOD e) Underground.
3. Theoretical framework 3. Analysis En todas as mans reached just 232 viewers, collecting a
sum of 1.330€, according to official sources (ICAA, 2021). But this data only takes into account
viewers in commercial cinemas, not considering any other kind of film exhibition.The film
was premiered on November the 14th 2015, at Teatro Principal in Santiago de Compostela,
the Galizan capital, at the 29th Cineuropa Film Festival. It had been previously pre-screened
at another Teatro Principal, this one in Ponte Vedra, on the 5th of May the same year. Since
then, the documentary continued its search for an audience, a trip that took it to the Galizan
public television, Television de Galicia, which had aided the funding. En todas as mans was also
screened on demand, through the platform Screenly, which, through suscription, helped to
assemble enough audience to make projections available in different cinemas.
And it has been screened at public premises in little towns to commemorate World
Environment Day. So far, En todas as mans has been shown at cinemas, televisions, computers
and mobile phones; at festivals, theaters, broadcasts and internet VOD. But also at local
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auditoriums, forest cooperatives and neighbour associations’ premises. From film festivals
to town civic centres, from old theatres to smartphone screens, En todas as mans proves how
a small film from a small cinema with a small funding might find its audience by squeezing
all the possibilities, old and new, that platforms, technologies, but also collective action and
involvement, may offer nowadays.
Miguel López-Calzada is an Information and Communication PhD student at Universidade de Santiago
de Compostela. He has a Master’s Degree in Theatre and Cinema Studies (Universidade de A Coruña)
and another Master’s Degree in Initial Research in Theory and History of Audiovisual Communication
(Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona). He’s also a Graduate in Journalism (USC) and Superior Technician
in Image (Escola de Imaxe e Son).His Master’s research at UAB, “El cinema cru: influència del fenomen
audiovisual global-popular en el cinema del canvi de mil·lenni” (“Raw cinema: influence of the global people’s
audiovisual phenomenon in the turn of the millenium cinema”) was directed by Doctor Esteve Riambau,
director of the Catalonian Filmothèque. Besides, he has several scientific papers published in journals or
conferences. Apart from his academic career, he has professional experience in the fields of journalism,
corporate events, lighting, television and acting, among others.
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Oswego State University
of New York
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Beatriz Zabalondo
Marijo Deogracias
Patxi Azpillaga
University of the Basque
Country (UPV/EHU)

Toward accessibility of basque
language on VOD platforms and
cinema
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To Win Over the Nation or to Travel
the Globe?: The Distribution Dilemma
for Central American Cinema
Liz Harvey-Kattou
University of Westminster

Despite the huge growth of Central American cinema in terms of number of productions
made in the Twenty-first century, on the global stage the seven nations of the isthmus very
much fit the scope of ‘small cinemas’ in terms of the size of their industries, domestic markets
and the visibility and impact of their films internationally. While some films, notably Ixcanul
and La Llorona, both by Guatemalan director Jayro Bustamante, have somewhat broken this
trend with Oscar nominations (and a win in the case of the former) for Best Foreign Language
Film, very few other productions reach a mass international audience.This paper proposes to
explore the three core distribution trends of Central American cinema as it attempts to enter
the global market: Video on Demand, film festival circuits, and national-only distribution.
It will argue that the thematics of the films in question have the biggest impact on their
distribution strategies: productions made using local in-jokes, well-known characters or actors
and storylines steeped in local culture, stereotypes and language are aggressively marketed
to a national audience in terms of both cinema and TV releases while they give little thought
to international distribution; on the other hand, films made using a traditionally ‘arthouse’
aesthetic and which respond to some key elements of film festival criteria – such as a focus on
youth, urban life, or troubled protagonists – seek international distribution first and foremost –
via both film festivals and Video on Demand – with national screenings often an afterthought
that comes years after the original release.In order to explore these issues, this paper will map
out the different distribution journeys that Central American films embark on, analysing
the themes and trajectories of specific films that fit these national/international distribution
modules such as Maikol Yordan de viaje perdido (Miguel Gómez, 2014, Costa Rica), Una loca
navidad catracha (Carlos Membreño, 2014, Honduras), El despertar de las hormigas (Antonella
Sudasassi, 2019, Costa Rica), and Pólvora en el corazón (Camila Urrutia, 2019, Guatemala).
Dr. Liz Harvey-Kattou is a Senior Lecturer in Hispanic Studies at the University of Westminster. She has
worked teaching Spanish language and Hispanic cultural studies as a private tutor and a university teacher
since 2008, and completed a BA, MA, and PhD in Latin American cultural studies at UCL where she was
awarded AHRC funding. Her current research project focuses on gender and the family in contemporary
Central American cinema, considering how directors portray a variety of ‘ways of being’ in terms of gender
and family models. Her previous research projects focused on the theme of national identity in Costa Rica and
how literature and films have been used as cultural protest to highlight counterhegemonic representations of
the nation.
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Erotica 2022: Failed Feminist
Manifesto, or the First
Polish Netflix Movie
Karolina Kosińska, Anna Taszycka
Institute of Art, Polish Academy of Sciences

Erotica 2022 is the first Polish film specifically produced for Netflix. It had its online premiere
in November 2020. The project seemed doomed to success: it consisted of five novellas directed
by the most acclaimed Polish female directors (Anna Kazejak, Anna Jadowska, Jagoda Szelc, Kasia
Adamik and Olga Chajdas), the scripts were written by renowned Polish writers (among them
was a Nobel Prize winner – Olga Tokarczuk). All five novellas were set in the near future and
told the stories of women oppressed by a dystopian, patriarchal reality and looking for the
way to emancipate. Unfortunately, the movie turned out to be a failure. Both, viewers and
film critics, accused it to be artificially art-house, repetitive to other acclaimed series (like
Handmaid’s Tale), lacking originality and consistent conclusion, rejecting an engaging (or
meaningful) plot in favour of lavish, but empty visuality. The film also failed as the feminist
manifesto it was meant to be (it barely passes the Bechdel test). In our presentation we want
to reflect on what kind of strategies were used by the authors and producers of Erotica 2022
to attract Netflix viewers: were they trying to conform to the standards of Netflix quality
productions (both artistically and thematically)? Were they aimed at pushing through the
“Polishness” visible in film’s iconography, narrative structures and intertextual inclusions? Or
maybe they wanted to create new aesthetics combining what is local with what is global? Are
these strategies contradicting each other? Which of them is responsible of the film? Theoretical
frame for these considerations will be the diagnoses contained in the book Netflix Nation by
Ramon Lobato and also the categorisations developed by Polish scholar, Marcin Adamczak,
concerning the distinctions between European and American models of film production and
distribution.
Karolina Kosińska (PhD) is an associate professor in Department of Cultural Anthropology, Film and
Audiovisual Arts in Institute of Art of Polish Academy of Science (ISPAN). She is an editor-in-chief of an
academic film journal Kwartalnik Filmowy published by ISPAN. Her book based on her doctoral thesis,
Androgyn. Tożsamość, tęsknota, pragnienie (Androgyne. Identity, longing and desire) (Warsaw, 2015) has been
awarded with The Bolesław Michałek’s Award as the best film studies publication of the 2014-2015. Kosińska is
interested in British cinema especially in the history and aesthetics of British social realism.
Anna Taszycka: film historian, Ph.D. Assistant Professor in Andrzej Frycz Modrzewski Krakow University.
She was also teaching in Institute of Audiovisual Arts of the Jagiellonian University, Gender Studies at the
Polish Academy of Sciences as well as Gender Studies at the Warsaw University. She is writing to Kwartalnik
Filmowy and Pleograf, her texts also appeared in antologies Ciało i seksualność w kinie polskim [Body and
Sexuality in Polish Cinema], Reżyserki kina. Tradycja i współczesność [Women-Directors. Tradition and
Contemporaneity], Encyklopedia kina [Film Encyclopedia] and Encyklopedia gender [Gender Encyclopedia].
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Off/Main Streaming Peripheral
Landscapes: From New Galician
Cinema to New Galician Noir
Xosé Pereira Boán
Oswego State University of New York

In the last decade Galician cinema has developed at a frantic speed: From its near-nonexistence
to now having two labels recognized in both off and mainstream circuits, and which share
transnational reaches and telluric approaches. The New Galician Cinema could arguably be
almost the first one ever. It was said during the seventies’ that Galician film was defined as
the awareness of its own nonexistence. A few earlier productions did not have any weight or
even accountability towards the establishment of a “national cinema” in Galicia, remaining
as isolated episodes. These alternative productions share in common the blurry delineation
between documentary and fiction, that label of experimental film, frequently rejected by arthouse filmmakers. On the other hand, there is a (main) streaming boom in the age of Netflix.
Following the footsteps of Narcos, Fariña contributed to the narcofication of Netflix’ catalog,
while epitomizing the diglossic status of the Galician language. In previous times, Bitter
Daisies would have not reached Spanish audiences, but thanks to the platform it became a
hit beyond Madrid’s cultural centralism, reaching global audiences, and earning a particular
popularity in the UK. The Galician Noir follows the labeling footsteps of the Nordic Noir.
Galicia has one of the lowest crime rates not only in Spain, but in the continent, and still, the
imaginary of mystery, murder and peripheral landscapes and people merge again, exported
not only through Netflix, but through other national (Movistar+) and international (HBO,
Amazon) streaming platforms. This paper will analyze the overall transnational, linguistic and
telluric features in these off and mainstream productions, while inquiring about the future of
the Galician audiovisual landscape and the repercussions of streaming platforms. Is this the
end of phenomenons like New Galician Cinema (and its aesthetics) and the consolidation of
a genre (and its devices), exporting local landscapes to global audiences, or will streaming’s
heightened accessibility eventually provide an even broader platform for the former propelled
by expanding business models such as Filmin?
Xosé Pereira Boán (PhD Tulane University) is an Assistant Professor at SUNY Oswego in Contemporary
Iberian Studies and Latin American cinemas. His research areas include film, essay, media and graphic
narratives with a focus on narratives of crisis; otherness, liminality and monster theory; migration studies. He
is currently co-editing the book ‘Tu Casa Mi Casa’ Perspectives on Netflix’ Spain.
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Toward accessibility of
basque language on VOD
platforms and cinema
Beatriz Zabalondo Loidi, Marijo Deogracias
Horrillo, Patxi Azpillaga
University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)

Audiovisual fiction in minority language requires linguistic accessibility as allied (dubbing,
subtitling, audio-description...); that allows its visibility to the people who does not understand the
original version. When the original version is in Basque, VOD platforms are becoming exceptional
windows to support it, translating into other languages (Zabalondo, Deogracias, Azpillaga 2020).
With reference to cinemas, in Spain, dubbing has been the way to guarantee accessibility. Up to
now, subtitling has been very limited in the classical circuits of Spanish cinema diffusion.Also on
television dubbing has been the unique translating method, and it remains so. Subtitles almost
do not exist on Basque Television’s fiction broadcasted. Fiction content created in Basque is only
broadcast in Basque on public television ETB1. Although some of them are broadcasted on the
second channel (in Spanish), but dubbed —if the film has been shooted both, in Basque and in
Spanish—. Erlauntza (Mireia Gabilondo 2020) and Hil kanpaiak (Imanol Rayo 2020) are the
last examples. Neither streaming has changed too much on EITB, although they have produced
subtitles in Basque in their latest fiction productions. In any case, no serious bet has been made.
On the contrary, the main streaming platforms offer dubbed versions as well as subtitled versions.
Hondar Ahoak (Txintxua 2020), in Filmin, is the most recent example. The goal of this work
is to analyse the accessibility of Basque fiction content at the cinema and VOD, and also on
EiTB. We want to respond two main questions: are VOD platforms ally of minority languages
guaranteeing accessibility? Would this change the language policies of Broadcasting companies
and film distributors? The research will be carried out using mainly qualitative techniques such as
interviews to cinema producers and platform managers; the researches will also review the Basque
cinema´s archives and the relevant bibliography on the subject.
Marijo Deogracias has a degree in Journalism, holds a Master in Multimedial Communication and Social
Communication. Researcher at the Department of Audiovisual Communication and Advertising at Group
NOR, since 2014. Coursing a PhD in Social Communication at UPV/EHU, making the thesis: Hizkuntza
irisgarritasuna, ikus-entzunezkoak hizkuntza gutxituen erakusleiho (Linguistic Access, Audiovisual media as a
window to minority languages), directed by Josu Amezaga Albizu. Participating at ALMA (Accessibility and
Minority Languages in Audiovisual Media), led by Josu Amezaga (RED2018- 102475-T), and previously
at EU-VOS. Immaterial Cultural Heritage. Towards an European Programme For Subtitling in non-hegemonic
Languages’ (AEI, ref. CSO2016-76014-R).
Beatriz Zabalondo Loidi holds a PhD in Communication Studies from the Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea
(University of the Basque Country), where she has been a lecturer since 2011. She previously lectured at
Mondragon Unibertsitatea (Mondragon University) for seven years, and worked as an audiovisual translator
for over 25 years. She is an expert on dubbing and subtitling in Basque, and has also contributed to different
Basque media (newspaper, television, etc.).
Patxi Azpillaga holds a degree in Economics and is a lecturer in the Department of Audiovisual
Communication and Advertising at the University of the Basque Country, specialising in the economics
and politics of communication and culture. He has carried out several research projects and publications in
relation to the audiovisual industry, such as the book Guía de ayudas al sector Audiovisual (Ibaia, 2000) and
several articles on the evolution of the film industry in the Basque Country. He has co-directed the Master’s
degree in Audiovisual and Documentary Writing at the University of the Basque Country for several courses
and has participated in several audiovisual project evaluation commissions for both the Basque Government
and the ICAA.
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“Every exhibition was the premiere
for these villagers”: The historical
audience of a Taurus highland
village’s open-air cinema
Aydın Çam, İlke Şanlıer
Cukurova University

Based on the New Cinema History approach, this study aims to discuss the historical audiences
- and their cinemagoing experiences - of a small Taurus highland village, Kızılbağ’s open-air
cinema venue. Kızılbağ is a small village (its population is about 900 people in 2020), which is
located 1,500 meters high in the Taurus Mountains of Mersin province of Çukurova Region,
Turkey. Travelling cinema exhibitions have been held in Kızılbağ, as in other villages in this
region since the 1950s. But unlike many other villages, a small open-air cinema venue, with a
capacity of 100 people, was built in this village in the 1970s, and exhibitions continued in this
fixed-location cinema until the mid-1980s. Moreover, this small venue was not only a place
where movie screenings were held but also a kind of complex at the center of the economic
and social life of the village with its butcher, greengrocer, grocery store and coffee house.In our
study, we try to explore who participated in the screenings and the experiences of audiences
in this small cinema. For our research, we try to obtain the data by conducting in-depth
interviews and oral history studies with cinema operators and villagers, who were born in or
before 1970 and lived in Kızılbağ between 1960 and 1980. Our main findings present how this
small cinema venue played a key role in the village’s social life and how the exhibitions and
cinema-going experiences were important for peripheral and rural cultures.
Aydın Çam is an associate professor in the School of Communications at Çukurova University. He got his
BA degree from the Department of Communication Sciences at Marmara University and a Ph.D. degree from
the Media and Communication Studies Program at Galatasaray University. His research mainly focuses on
the New Cinema History, cinema history of Çukurova, cinemagoing, and spectatorship. Currently, he works
on travelling cinema experiences in Taurus’ highland villages, nomad films, and mapping of Adana cinema
history.
İlke Şanlıer Yüksel is an associate professor in the School of Communications at Çukurova University
and serves as the director of Migration and Development Studies Research Center (MIGCU). She received her
BA degree from Sociology Department at Boğaziçi University and a Ph.D. degree from the Communication
program at Anadolu University. Her research mainly focuses on the sociology of migration and the sociology
of cinema. She works on media’s role in diasporic cultures, transnational politics through mediated settings,
cinema and mobility. She has a long experience of field research and ethnographic research on migrants and
cinema history in Adana.
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